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DNA ERP Core 

The Finance management module was created in order to monitor and predict 

the main aspects of corporate finance performance and, at the same time, to 

organize corporate job considering the specific function of the Chief Financial 

Officer. 

This company profile can simulate the banking situation at different dates, 

considering accounting dues of customers and suppliers as well as the cash flow 

forecast deadlines coming from open orders. He can enter and then consider 

other dues not closely related to customers/suppliers such as rents, mortgages, 

payrolls, etc..  

Based on the simulation results he can determine which payments suspend and 

which authorize for payment matching them to the bank accounts managed by 

the company as to drive the job of employees assigned to bookings.  

                 

In compliance with the ABI standards it is possible to generate payment files both 

for bank transfers in EUR 

(PC trace) and bank 

transfers in foreign 

currency (PE trace) and 

collection files for the 

customer bank bills.  

 

All bookings entered in 

the ERP system can have 

two values: the ledger one 

and the financial one. Can be defined as normal bookings, extra-bookings and 

certified bookings.  

 

Once performed the starting setup, where all agreed bank terms and conditions 

are set, it will be possible to run the procedure for calculating periodic bank 
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accounts closure. This procedure will take care to automatically calculate interest 

incomes/expenses, bank commissions and fees. This procedure enters a Finance 

booking and, if required by the system settings, even a ledger booking.  

After making the appropriate bookings (payments, collections), you can print the 

required receipts and possibly other forms in the five languages handled by DNA. 

It is possible assigning the right transaction bank according to the business 

partner involved or the type of operation performed. The automatic assignment 

of the bank account is possible, as well as for customers and suppliers accounting 

dues, and for extra-accounting dues manually entered in the Finance Diary (the 

due register in Finance module). This is useful to know and to plan when (the due 

date) and where (the transaction bank) the cash flow is involved  to achieve a 

timely planning for each handled bank. 

The main window of the module is the Diary: this is the due register for Finance 

in which you can make the selections to retrieve and display all dues managed by 

the ERP system, both the customers/suppliers accounting dues, and the extra-

accounting dues. 

 

It is also possible to 

have a simulation of 

dues from the enabled 

warehouse documents 

(contracts, orders and 

delivery notes) where 

the dues are calculated 

(including VAT, if 

applicable) and linked 

to the right business 

partner. 

 

To obtain a complete financial simulation it is essential to have the possibility of 

inserting in the Diary also extra-accounting dues, such as rent, mortgage, leasing, 

payroll, insurance. They concern forecast financial positions, because you could 

not have any booking at present, but you already know the amount and the 

payment due date. In the Diary window you can manage them assigning the bank 
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account for the payment. By aggregating in the Diary all these info you can have 

a complete financial plan for each handled bank. 

 

In the module there 

are specific advisory 

functions to display 

and check the bank 

account statement. 

You can simulate the 

financial plan by 

calculating the 

situation in five 

different dates for both the company overall and the specific bank account. 

 


